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Dark Horse presents new editions of the entire Hellboy line with new covers, beginning with Seed of

Destruction, the basis of director Guillermo del Toro's upcoming film. Hellboy is one of the most

celebrated comics series in recent years. The ultimate artists' artist and a great storyteller whose

work is in turns haunting, hilarious, and spellbinding. Mike Mignola has won numerous awards in the

comics industry and beyond. When strangeness threatens to engulf the world, a strange man will

come to save it. Sent to investigate a mystery with supernatural overtones, Hellboy discovers the

secrets of his own origins, and his link to the Nazi occultists who promised Hitler a final solution in

the form of a demonic avatar."Hellboy restores my faith in the joy of comic books."&mdash;Clive

Barker
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Tie-In

Got it for a college class. First time reading Hellboy. Great artwork. I'd call it PG-13 for thematic and

action (a little gory), but there's no nudity or anything lewd until the last couple pictures in the book,

which are separate, and it's not super bad (partial nudity/suggestive). There are some great deep

themes, some of which I probably haven't fully grasped.

Arrived in great condition!

Each of the Hellboy collections is great. This is more of an "Odds and Sods" type collection--it has



some origins stuff, shorter stories. Really good. The art isn't as good as Wake the Devil or Seeds of

Destruction (it predates both) but it also has Mignola explaining where he was creatively while

plotting through the tales.

Bought this for my 21yr old son because he loves this series and it was easy to find. Only thing

wrong was that one of the corners was bent when we opened the box.

I recently hear an interview with Mike Mignola where he said that this is the collection that he

traveled with in his suitcase for a long time. When people asked what he did for a living he would

give them The Chained Coffin to read. This is definitely my favorite in the series as it contains some

short stories that fill in some cracks and add to some of the previous stories. So, let the corpse point

the way to the purchase button, sit back and enjoy.

An enjoyable collection of Hellboy's various adventures, as well as a peak at his origins.

I enjoyed this compilations of short stories. The only downside is I found myself wanting more

information regarding the backstory ices.

Love it
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